Medical Institute of North Caucasian State Humanitarian and Technological Academy

Medical Faculty Prospectus

Ipsa scientia potestas est – Self Knowledge – is power !!
Само знание – есть сила !!
Cherkessk was established in 1804 as a Russian military fort on the Kuban River, what was then the border with Circassia, on the spot where in 1790 Russian troops under the command of General Johann Hermann von Fersen (Ivan Ivanovich Herman fon Fersen) defeated the Ottoman Batal Pasha. In honor of the victory over Batal Pasha, the fort named Batalpashinskaya.

Cherkessk is the capital of the republic. Within the framework of administrative divisions, it is incorporated as the city of republic significance of Cherkessk—an administrative unit with the status equal to that of the districts. As a municipal division, the city of republic significance of Cherkessk incorporated as Cherkessk Urban. The population of Cherkessk was 129,069 in the 2010 Census.

Currency is as well as Rubles. Native Russians, Cherkess, Karachays, and minorities of Ukrainians, Greeks, Georgians and Armenians inhabit the city.

Dear Students,

Welcome to Russian Federation.

Most warm Welcome to Our city Cherkessk, and to Medical Institute of North Caucasian State Humanitarian Technological Academy.

Our Academy has built up its strength steadily, being recognized now as a leading quality education service provider, and has significantly contributed in continuously improving the standards and penetration of higher education. Our Academy, a trademark for quality education is a name sought-after by students globally. They come here with a vision; a vision to build a career, a vision to learn, a vision to prosper and live up to the expectations of their loved ones. We provide a great variety of educational and professional skill enhancement courses through the institutions covering several important disciplines to bring out graduates of excellence to face the challenges of the modern fast changing global scenario.

We offer multiple pathways and flexible options in getting the best in education at the undergraduate, postgraduate, speciality and professional level.

Rector
Prof. Ruslan Maharovich Kochkarov
Prof. Chaushev Israfil Nazbievich
Director of Medical Institute NCSHTA

Israfil Nazbievich is a member of the Society of Plastic, Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgeons (SPRAS). Actively engaged in scientific activities, successfully applying scientific achievements in practice. He was the first in the world in 1991, made allotransplantation microsurgery in fetal organs and tissues in the human vascular pedicle.

In 1996, in a rural district hospital he successfully replanted a segment of the lower extremity with complete separation of the leg and foot. He is the first who conducted nerve microvascular bypass surgery of the distal arteries, plastic surgery with patches on the vascular pedicle.

In 2002, performed successfully in a rural district hospital another operation replantation leg and foot of child with a limb amputation resulting from injuries. It was 15th operation of this kind.

Under his leadership, Ministry of Health of KCR successfully entered the top ten among the Ministries of Health of Russian regions.

In Russian federation and abroad Israfil Nazbievich widely known for his consummate skill operations in the field of vascular surgery. Operations, which cost in the prestigious western clinics thousands of dollars, Dr. Chaushev holds in a provincial hospital.

At present under his direction Medical Institute reaching important place in Russian Medical Universities. Apart from this, Dr. Chaushev preparing more than 100’s of International students and post graduates in the Medical Institute. He is the founder of English Medium Sector of the Medical Institute of North Caucasian State Humanitarian Technological Academy.

Medical Institute of the North-Caucasian State Humanitarian Technological Academy created in 2004 to address human resource issues in Cherkessk on the most popular specialties - Doctor. In accordance with a license to conduct educational activities in the field of higher education at the institute provides training in the specialty Doctor of Medicine.

Medical Institute occupies a unique place among medical institutions in Russia (and in the world) as a vital, diverse and inter-denominational community. The Institution has demonstrated that it is possible to be committed to quality primary care while encouraging the development of excellent tertiary health care services. This approach is possible in the context of a holistic understanding of health and healing.

The emphasis on training doctors to go back and serve in their own Countries has maintained. A large number of Missions throughout Russia make use of these opportunities for training. This enables them to make up to date health services available for people in rural and semi-urban areas in different parts of the country, through the hospitals under their auspices.

It expect that those who receive training here will keep the needs of the people of his country foremost in their minds when they start their vocation. The trainees are expose to the most modern developments in medical sciences and at the same time equal emphasis given to making them service oriented so that they identify themselves with the community where they are called to serve.
One of the finest learning environments in Russian Federation with infrastructure and faculty that support students to become outstanding Medical professionals.
Medical Institute of NCSHTA established in 2004 as the youngest Institution in Government sector. The Institution consistently ranks amongst the top ten Medical Institutions in the country. Students from over 18 countries graduate from the Academy every year and its degrees recognized worldwide.

Medical Institute of NCSHTA has one of the finest learning environments in Russian Federation with infrastructure and faculty that support students to earn their skills to become outstanding Medical professionals.

Medical Institute of NCSHTA listed in World Health Organization Directory, as well as students from Indian Republic can appear in Medical Council of India’s Screening Test.

Medical Institute of NCSHTA has strong linkages with national and international universities. Students from many countries opting their UG / PG programs in our Academy.

Listed in IMED (International Medical Education Directory), as well as placed at Foundation for Advancement of International Medical education and Research (FAIMER). FAIMER School ID: 0003395.

Global Education in Medicine Exchange (GEMX) an ECFMG initiative. It is a Global Medical students exchange program.

Listed in World Health Organization (WHO) Medical schools Directory, as well as students from Indian Republic can appear in Medical Council of India’s (MCI) Screening Test.

Recognized by Pakistan Medical Council (PMC).

Academy having affiliated programs with most of the Medical Schools worldwide.
LABS
Our Institution has specialized laboratories for Anatomy (museum), Physiology, Biochemistry and Pathology, among others to help the students develop psychomotor skills, which are very essential for the effective practice of medicine. Medical Institute also has an innovative, modern clinical skills lab where our students training on various physical skills related to various organ systems, preparing them for real patient encounters. We having well-equipped Clinical Microbiology, Clinical Biochemistry and Pathology Laboratories. Most of the diagnostic tests conducted by fully automated, advanced instruments in our Diagnostics Centers.

LIBRARY
NCSHTA’s Library having all type of reference service in Medical education program. Internet Access Wi-Fi service. The Central Library Medical Institute is fully equipped with local and international literatures. It has over 62,000 textbooks. The services of the library include e-Learning, Audio-visual services; Computer based work, Reprographic service, Book bank facility, Bibliographic service, Online access to journals and Medline service.
MBBS

Degree offered by Our Academy, which issued by Ministry of Russian Federation Government. As well as this Degree is equivalent to Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery (MBBS) in Indian Republic as per MCI’s act. Students pursuing this degree can continue their Internship / Post Graduation / House Surgeon in any country upon the countries regulations.

Entrance Test: Please contact our Curators for more details about Entrance test / Counseling.

Scholarship: Please visit Russian Ministry for International Affairs / Education website. Our Academy taking international students for admission under the contract basis, none of any scholarship issued by our state government or Academy.

DENTISTRY

MEDICAL Biotechnology

Eligibility Criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nationality</th>
<th>ANY citizenship or CWN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Below 26 on Date of Admission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualification</td>
<td>Pass in 10+2 with Physics, Chemistry, Biology / Biotechnology subjects with a minimum of 50% marks taken together. English individually with a minimum of 50%. (or) Degree equivalent to above informed qualification. (For Indian nationals qualification rules must be followed as per MCI’s eligibility acts)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Why to choose Medical Institute of North Caucasian State Humanitarian and technological Academy

- 10 years in the international education market
- Certified Government Academy
- A wide range of educational programs
- The European Degree supplement
- Juridical and medical support for international students
- Continuing education with e-learning support
- Participation in the innovative projects
- The possibility to choose the language of studies
- The flexible payment system
- Acquaintance with the Russian unique nature, multinational history and culture.
- It is a modern University that looks to the future

Academic Units

- Institute of Fundamental Medicine and Biotechnology
- Law Institute
- Institute of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine
- Institute of Engineering
- Institute of Construction and Power technology
- Institute of Applied Mathematics and Information Technologies
- Institute for Advanced Studies and Professional Education
- Institute of Economics and Management
- Faculty of Design and Art
- Faculty for International Students & Preparatory Faculty

English major specializations: MEDICINE, DENTISTRY and MEDICAL BIOTECHNOLOGY
ADMISSION PROCEDURE

NCSHTA is a community of smart, welcoming people who love this Academy, value its rigorous, personal education, and are eager to help you explore what it means to be our student.

We seek promising students who will contribute to our community during their college years, and to society throughout their lives.

While academic accomplishment is important, the Admissions Department considers many other factors—strong personal qualities, special talents or excellences of all kinds, and the ability to take advantage of available resources and opportunities.

➢ Official Academic records

Documents issued by educational authorities after 10+2 schooling or an equivalent. All certificates should pass through an official legalization process in order to be valid in Russia. Copies of legalized documents must enclosed with the application documents. If the original language of the academic records is other than Russian, a notarized exact Russian translation must enclosed with them.

Original educational documents and their notarized Russian translations (by the Russian Embassy or Consulate in the country of issue or by a Russian notary) must filed upon arrival to the University.

➢ Identity Documents

Passport and Birth Certificate. Copy of all pages with notarized Russian translation.

➢ Application

Scan copy of an application form. The candidate should fill application form by himself. All pages of the application must notarized.

➢ Proof of Financial resources

The NCSHTA’s Admission Department requires on sources of funding that will used to cover the applicant’s tuition and living expenses in Russia. This may be a bank statement or any other document that would confirm the availability of funds (e.g. letter of guarantee from a sponsor, scholarship organization or any other institution that will provide funding). All pages must be notarized or attested.

➢ Health Certificate (HC)

Candidate must submit a Health Certificate. This certificate must be issued by a General Physician. Along with HC applicant should submit HIV report with negative report.

➢ Notary Declaration Documents (NDD)

Candidate must submit an original copy of Notary Declaration Documents after his arrival to NCSHTA. For NDD format applicant can approach our admission office / official curators in their home country.
Hostels & Security facilities

Hostel accommodation is available for both male and female students at The NCSHTA. Totally 3 hostels are there in the campus. International students lives in the separate hostel. Block – Flat type system has applied for the international student’s hostel. NCSHTA can accommodate totally 70 students (boys & girls).

In order to facilitate the students, the following facilities have been provided at both the boys and girls hostels; Canteen, Telephone (in a Block), common Room, Computer Room, 24 hrs Electricity, heating system centralized, hot and cold water supply 24 hrs, High speed internet and Wifi, Hostel Library, Hostel Laundry and 24 hours security. Hostel wardens are responsible for ensuring the availabilities of all facilities and management in hostels. NCSHTA strictly not allows international students to stay outside in rental flats.

The objective of the Security and Porter teams is to provide a safe, secure and supportive environment to all students, staff and visitors at Accommodation Services. The Security Office is located in the main Reception Centre and deals with all aspects of the academic’s security. The teams consist of 25 staff and they work 24 hours a day to ensure that the Academy is a very safe and friendly place to work, study and to visit.
Education System

Our educational system regulated as per norms of Russian Ministry on Education. Every academic year has two semesters, in which first semester starts on September and ends on December. January month is examination session. 25th of January winter holidays starts. 15th of February 2nd semester starts and ends on May last week. June month is 2nd semester examination session. July and August months are summer holidays. Every academic year admission for new students starts in May, deadline for application is 15th August.

Contact Details

North Caucasian State Government Humanitarian and Technological Academy
International students Admission Department
Stavropolskaya Street 22
City: Cherkessk
Russian Federation
007 (8782) 29-36-13
admission@medinst-ncshta.com

For more details on international students’ admission, contact our official curator

M/s. Individual Entrepreneur “PUSHKARNAYA V.V.”
medinst.ncshta@mail.ru